
DAILY ARTS !

   Daily arts is an exhibition that set it up for 

display a photo that took by K-POP Idol. 

And got reference from the colum news that 

talk about their skill went take a photo.!



MAP AND OVERVIEW 

OUT!



Entrance 
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ACTIVITY ZONE !



Feeling Board!
 

Light board!



INFORMATION COUNTER!

   Information counter has  2 counter, locate 

at entrance door and exit door. Setup to 

facilitate the people who attend.!

OUT!

IN!



Feeling Board!
 

   This boards is setup for write or 
comment that visitor want to tell the staff 

or who was built this exhibition.!



Light boards!

   This light boards I got reference from 
picture on top, So went Idol their produce 

music they use this instrument.!



Locker 

IN!

OUT!



 Musical note chair!

   This chair is set up for a meeting point, that 

can meeting exchange the information or K-

POP product.!



Reward point!
 

  This zone is Reward point or gift, when you 

attended finished all 4 zone, you show the 

credit and get a gift from us.!



T-Money Card 



T-Money Card 

ACTIVITY ZONE 

DISPLAY ZONE 

The location of T-Money Machine.!

-  At the activity zone has 2 machine.!

-  At display zone has 2 machine.!



DISPLAY ZONE !

IN!

OUT!
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Separate to 4 zone for 4 color !
-  First zone use white for life concept.!

-  Second zone use yellow for light concept. !

-  Thirds zone use blue for culture concept. !

-  Forth zone use red for love concept.  

IN!

OUT!
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IN!

OUT!

First zone use white color for Life concept.!

-  In this zone will display a photo with  life 

concept such lifestyle, daily life of K-POP 

Idol.!

-  In this zone has a machine that call!

encoragement machine that inside has 

product can encorage you.!

-  Feeling boards that everyone can 

comment or write a bad things. !

!

!



PICTURE !
Encoragement 

Machine!



Feeling Board!
 

Encoragement Machine!



Encoragement Machine!

   The encouragement machine is a machine 

that I got reference from the news, talk about 

people who feeling sad and want someone to 

encourage theme but can’t tell no one else.!

   I made it because I want to make everyone feel 

good and happy although we don’t knew each 

other.!



   This one is made for everyone to write your 

feeling or what do you think. And hope this 

feeling boards can help or encourage them.!

Feeling Board!
 



Example of picture that display on Life zone!
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Second zone use yellow color for Light concept.!

-  In this zone will display a photo with light 

concept such sunset, sunrise, light of traffic 

and more.!

-  In this zone has a machine that call!

perfume and candle machine that inside 

has product that has a candle with perfume 

that the K-POP Idol use, and a smell of 

perfume can make you feeling fresh.!

-  Shadow light, It set up for make this zone 

clear that is Light.!

!



PICTURE !

Perfume and 
candle machine!

Shadow light 



   Shadow light is use to make the concept of this 

zone was clear and I got reference from 2 picture 

below. And color is from saekdong.!



Perfume and candle machine!
 

   The product inside this machine is a candle that has 

smell from perfume that idol use. But this machine is 

rondom you can not select.!



Example of picture that display on light zone!
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Third zone use blue color for Culture concept.!

-  In this zone will display a photo with Culture 

concept such daily life of korean people, 

traditional.!

-  In this zone has a machine 3 machine is food 

machine, beverages machine, snack 

machine. And has a food bar that korean 

restaurant. !

!

-  Stage show, On this zone will set the stage 

like a korean concert to make everyone feel 

like. !



Long chair!



Food,Snack and beverage 
machine. 

PICTURE 

T-Money 
machine 



Snack 
Noodle Beverages 



Food bar is got reference from 

korean food tent and food that we sell is 

korean street food or korean local food.!



Example of picture that display on Culture zone!



Forth zone use red color for Love concept.!

-  In this zone will display a photo with Love 

concept such their love, dog, 

cat,collectibles.!

-  In this zone has a machine is Cabinet 

Photo sticker that went you take finish you 

can attach on a boards to join the raffle, 

select the best image and get a gift. 

-  Camera model setup for show the favorite 

camera of K-POP Idol that they love or use 

always.!

!



PICTURE 

machine is Cabinet Photo sticker 

Board 
 

Camera model 



PICTURE 

machine is Cabinet Photo sticker 



   This is the cabinet photo 

sticker, if take finished can 

attach a photo at board like 

picture below.!



   The camera that we showed is from our data collection and 
searching. Also, it is the camera that K-Pop uses the most and 

it is their beloved.!



Example of picture that display on Love zone!



IN!

OUT!

   Red line is the example of walk 
way inside exhibition.!



THANK YOU  
FOR YOUR ATTENTION 


